
Miaoli Detention Center, Agency of Corrections,Ministry of Justice 

Create the "Mao Li Cultural Environmental Creative Park" ＆ 

2021,Inmates "Integrity Image and Anti-Corruption Sticker Creation Competition" 

  

High-speed rail station model Round building model and water lotus 

  

The painting and model of Longteng Broken Bridge Wutongxuan Cherry Blossom Trail 

 
 

Baote Bottle Cap Creation/Stone Tiger Mural A corner of the Environmental Creative Park 



  

The Counseling Section and the Political Style Room report on the handling of the sticker competition 

  

Jury members review the works 

  

Jury members review the works 



   

   

The top three works in the competition scoring results 

  

The director presents the prize to the first place Awards photo 

 

Competition scoring time：April 26, 10:30 to 16:00, 2021  

Location：Security Building Conference Room 

Competition entries: 13 groups 

Competition organizer: Political Style Room 

Competition co-organizer：Counseling department 



Activity description： 

In order to actively improve the shelter environment, we have 

carefully planned the open space to become a " Mao Li Cultural 

Environmental Creative Park ".Combining important local characteristics 

and well-known scenic spots in Miaoli, such as Shengxing Station, 

Gongweixu Tunnel, etc., painted on the icy high wall. Relieve the life 

pressure of host groups. And created the "Miaoli Area Conservation of 

Animals-Leopard Cat Mural" through the bottle cap to deepen the host's 

awareness of environmental conservation. In addition, famous buildings 

such as Longteng Broken Bridge, Hakka Tower and Miaoli High-speed 

Railway Station have been made into mini-versions of characteristic 

buildings, adding a sense of local culture in the park.  

Our firm specially planted water lotus in the fish pond in the park to 

take the word "nourishing lotus = nourishing cleanliness", in order to hope 

that colleagues will be able to produce sludge like a lotus without staining. 

To enable colleagues in the agency to continue to maintain a good 

organizational culture of integrity and self-sustainability, and we also plans 

to organize the "Incorruption from Prison, Together on Line" Containers 

Integrity and Anti-Corruption Sticker Creation Competition. From the 

perspective of the life experience of the inmates, create corrective and 

anti-corruption stickers for the public to download and use. 

 Longquan Zhang, the director of our firm, said that while striving to 

improve the shelter environment, we should make good use of creativity to 

integrate local characteristics and deepen the awareness of environmental 

conservation. It is the original intention of our institute to plan the 

"Cultural and Creative Park" to enable the inmates to live in a comfortable 

and beautiful environment. And actively promote the concept of the rule of 

law among colleagues, so that inmates can smoothly serve their sentences 

under the excellent management atmosphere of "administration according 

to law", so that the family members of the inmates can "rest at ease" and 

"rest assured". the goal that is pursued. 


